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Point flexagons were first described by Sherman (2007). The leaves of point 
flexagons are hinged together at vertices by point hinges. Point hinges are impossible 
in paper models, but short paper strips provide a workable approximation, and were 
used by Sherman. The paper strips are satisfactory for demonstrating the dynamic 
properties of point flexagons, but the models are not photogenic.

For example, Figure 1 shows a square point flexagon with four leaves. Its net is 
shown in Figure 2. Leaves are numbered so that the leaves on the  top and bottom of 
an intermediate position have the same number, and the two leaves on a face of a 
main position have the same number. The torsion (number of half twists around the 
flexagon) is 2. A 4-cycle can be traversed by using the simple flex. This is the 
characteristic flex for point flexagons. Starting from an intermediate position, turn 
over the top leaf to reach a main position. Then complete the flex by turning the leaf 
over again to reach a new intermediate position, and so on round the 4-cycle.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. A square point flexagon with four leaves. Point hinges approximated by 
paper strips. (a) Main position. (b) Intermediate position.
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Figure 2. Net for a square point flexagon with four leaves. Transfer numbers in 
brackets to the reverse of the leaves, fold together pairs of leaves 
numbered 2, 3 and 4, and join the ends.

The appearance of point flexagons can be improved by making the leaves from a stiff 
material, with the same colour on both faces of each leaf, and with point hinges 
approximated by cord loops through holes near the vertices. For example, Figure 3 
shows a square point flexagon made from Meccano plastic sheets of different colours, 
with point hinges approximated by loops of Meccano cord. Its net is shown in Figure 
4. The point flexagon could be made from Meccano plastic sheets of the same colour, 
numbered as in Figure 2, but it would then be less photogenic.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. A Meccano square point flexagon. Point hinges approximated by cord 
loops. (a) Main position. (b) Intermediate position.
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Figure 4. Net for a Meccano square point flexagon. Each leaf is the same colour on 
both faces. Fold so that leaves are in an intermediate position in the order 
red, yellow, blue and black, and join the ends. Adjust the size of the cord 
loops so that the leaves can just be turned over in the simple flex.

As assembled, the flexagon is in an intermediate position with a red leaf at one end 
and a black leaf at the other. A 4-cycle can be traversed by using the simple flex. It 
flexes more smoothly than a point flexagon with paper strip hinges. A different pair of 
colours is visible in each of the intermediate positions, so they are uniquely identified. 
Similarly, main positions are identified by three colours.

If the flexagon is assembled with leaves in the order red, blue, yellow and black it is 
an interleaved square point flexagon, and the torsion is zero. As before, a 4-cycle can 
be traversed by using the simple flex. An interleaf flex is possible. In this two leaves 
are unfolded and folded back in the reverse order. This changes the order in which 
colours appear. The difference in torsion means that the cannot be transformed into 
the form shown in Figure 4.

The idea of using differently coloured leaves can also be used for edge flexagons. A
dual marked net for the trihexaflexagon is shown in Figure 5. Face numbers have been 
retained, otherwise assembly is ambiguous and definition of positions is cumbersome.
As assembled the flexagon is in main position 1(2), with leaves numbered 1 on one 
face, and leaves numbered 2 on the other. A 3-cycle can be traversed by using the 
3-fold pinch flex. Leaves with all three colours are visible in all three main positions. 
However, if the pats that are single leaves are called key pats, then key pats are of a 
different colour in each main position.

Figure 5. Dual marked net for the trihexaflexagon. Each leaf has the same colour on 
both faces. Fold pairs of leaves numbered 3 together and join the ends.
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